Your New Home

Headquarters!

NEED A HAND GETTING SETTLED IN? LET OUR DESIGN TEAM HELP TAKE
YOUR NEW HOUSE

&

TRANSFORM IT INTO A HOME YOU’LL LOVE..

Visual Compass
Don’t let a good opportunity pass you by! Let us help you see the potential in a
property, and walk you through exactly what it will take to make a fixer-upper shine like
new.

Remodel Gurus
As a full service interior design firm we will help guide you through every phase, from
concept to completion all aspects of your remodel project can be handled with ease
and efficiency. Recommended contractors, project management, electrical plans, finish
and fixture selections.

One Stop Shop
Need to purchase furnishings but not sure what size or what style will best fit in your
new home? Let us take the guess work out of the equation! Our designers will measure
each space, present options to best fit your personal taste, place orders, track
shipments, and install with white glove delivery, set up and styling.

Keeper of Your Secrets
Avoid meeting your new neighbors wearing nothing more than your birthday suit. We’ve
got you covered with stylish, functional, and energy efficient window coverings.

Personal Stylist
Not sure how your existing furniture will fit or where it should live in your new home? We
will take inventory, plan out each space, and come up with the perfect spot to showcase
all of your favorite belongings.

Discover a Life Well Lived
Through Design!
619.818.6086
GRAWSKI STUDIOS
design inside out

designstudio@grawski.com

www.grawski.com

Katy Sears | Principal Designer & Founder
We are all a culmination of our journey. Who we are today has a direct correlation to where we have been.
Growing up in Colorado established within me a deep appreciation for the sacredness of our natural surroundings. I have always
been fascinated by both the abstract and physical elements that make up a structure, and more specifically the interior environment
that exists within. As a child, I collected architectural magazines and in combing through the pages of floor plans I'd imagine how
an entryway might welcome its guests, or how the morning light would flood into the bay windows of a breakfast nook announcing
the start of a new day.
The aforementioned childhood pastimes developed a love affair for architecture and design. I pursued a fine arts major with an
emphasis on interior design. Relocating abroad to expand my studies in London, and completed my degree cum laude at the Art
Institute. Starting my career at powerhouse industry leading firms like Gensler and Richmond American Homes elevated my design
aesthetic to achieve a balance of being timeless and yet forward thinking. This harmony in oppositions creates a dynamic
environment that supersedes trends and guarantees longevity, which I believe adds great value to the work we do.
Establishing roots in Southern California over a decade ago, I feel a tremendous amount of gratitude that my journey has led me
here. To live in a place that is surrounded by so much natural beauty, and through Grawski Studios utilize my gifts and talents to
enhance the lives of others is for me, the ultimate dream.

